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Hello!
My Journey

Bachelor’s @ MIT Manipal

Software Engineer @ Facebook AI

Master’s @ LTI CMU

Engineer @ Goldman Sachs

2016

2018

2020
Engineer @ Goldman Sachs

Being curious

DATA LAKE
Master's @ LTI CMU
Search Engines
ML
Question Answering
DL
Statistics
Ethics in NLP
Many more..
“Will I like working with you?”
Internship ~ Trial Period?

If you never try, you’ll never know
It would start with five minutes of peeling lint from dryer traps, followed by an hour of pressing a lightsaber handle against things and switching it on. Then I'd retire to a life of luxury.

When people ask me to describe my dream job, I'm never sure how realistic to be.
Applying for jobs in the middle of a pandemic
You’ll make it.
Thank you!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rashirungta/